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Miss Melinda's House 
I ran all the way home from Miss Melinda's house. Mama will 
be home for two whole weeks. I love it when Mama is home. I 
wish she could stay home all the time. The people she cooks for 
have gone on vacation. So she will be athome when we get up in 
the morning and still there when we go to bed at night. Mama 
never worked until after Papa died. Now she works for the same 
people he worked for. This is really going to be a happy time. 
Mama will be so proud of me. I have earned money before, 
running errands and doing chores after school. But I have never 
earned two dollars. It won't take me long to save four dollars to 
buy those ball-bearing skates I want. • 
Maybe Miss Melinda will let me iron every week. If she does 
I'll buy Sissy some sandals. They only cost ninety-eight cents. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ■ ••••• 
"Where in the world have you been? It's almost six o'clock. 
ls this the time you come home every evening when I am at 
work?" 
"No, Mama, when Helen and me stopped at her Aunt 
Melinda's." 
"When you did what?" 
"We go there every day on our way back to school from lunch. 
Sometimes we go to the store for her." 
"Emma Jean Carpenter, you make this your last time that you 
ever go to that house again. Change your clothes young lady. I 
will tend to you later. I have told you before about not coming 
straight home from school. I am going to punish you." 
I knew Mama was angry. Whenever she calls me by my whole 
name I know I am in big trouble. I just don't understand why she 
is so angry. Why won't she listen to me? I can't believe I can't 
go to Miss Melinda's, her house is so different. It is a big brick 
house, just like the rich people live in. I don't think she is rich 
though. All rich people I know are white and own something 
like a laundry or a factory. Miss Melinda does not work she's at 
home all the time. Once I asked her why she had her table set all 
the time. She said, "I give services." I wonder what she meant. 
Her house is much prettier than the one where my mother 
works. In my mothefs boss's house all the carpets are the same 
dark ugly color. The furniture is big and dark. They have a couch 
that makes you itch when you sit on it. 
But Miss Melinda's carpets have beautiful roses in them, the 
mirrors and pictures have gold frames, and the lamp shades 
have colored beads hanging from them. She has canary birds 
and lots of flowers in her Sun-Room. There is a big-cut glass 
bowl of fruit on the buffet and several candy jars filled with all 
kinds of candy. But the best thing of all is her beautiful 
player-piano. Sometimes she allows us to play it after school if 
no one is asleep. Miss Melinda's house is the finest house I have 
ever seen. 
How am I going to tell Helen I can't go to her Aunt's house 
with her anymore? This is the first time Mama wouldn't listen to 
me. Maybe she thinks white people and colored people 
shouldn't live in the same house. Miss Melinda has some girls 
who live with her--Nellie and Fannie are colored, Susan and 
Barbara are white. Boy are they pretty. Fannie's skin look like 
coffee with cream in it, with big pretty dimples. Nellie looks 
a:imost white, she has long brown hair and grey eyes. Barbara 
has curly red hair and Susan has a long blonde page-boy. Fannie 
is the prettiest of them all but, I really like them all the same. 
Sometimes they give us fingernail polish and the bottle is 
almost full. Whenever we get an "A" on a paper, all of them 
give us a dime. Every day they tell us the same thing . study 
hard and be obedient. Ifl wasn't afraid I'd tell Mama I think she 
is unfair. 
Since I can't go to Miss Melinda's house anymore, I don't 
think Helen and I are best friends. I still like her but Velma 
walks to school with her now. I want to talk to her about what 
happened but, I don't know what to say. 
Since we have a cafeteria at High School, no one is permitted 
to leave school at lunch time. I wouldn't get to see Miss Melinda 
anyway because she moved downtown to a bigger house. We 
don't live in the same neighborhood anymore. 
I rode pass Miss Melinda's new house the other day. It looks 
just like the old house except for a sign in the window that said 
"Room for Rent." With only one hotel in town and just the 
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. many people rent rooms to travelers. 
Colored people can't stay in any of these places; so when colored 
strangers or entertainers are in town, they always stay at Miss 
Melinda's. That's maybe why she moved downtown to be near 
the theatres. 
·········································-··········· 
Gee, it was good talking to Helen today at lunch. It has been 
such a long time since we actually laughed. Working at the war 
plant together is almost like old times when we were in school. 
So many things have happened especially the war and rationing. 
I asked her about everyone her Aunt Melinda and the girls. They 
don't live with Miss Melinda anymore. I guess they are not girls 
now. I wonder where they live and if they are still together. 
~elen said Aunt Melinda does not have the player piano now, 
mstead she has a Juke-Box, a bar and slot machines. Friday, 
Saturday, and Sunday the place really comes alive with service 
men. There is dancing and partying in the basement until 
daylight. Sounds like a swinging place. The more Helen tells me 
about Miss Melinda's house the more I would like to go there. I 
think that's how I'll celebrate my birthday when I am twenty-one 
next month. I'll be an adult at last. I can vote, go to bars, and go 
where I want to go, when I want to go, without asking 
permission. In some ways I have been an adult for a long time. I 
have paid for my own clothes since I was fourteen. I bought my 
own books all through high school and I have paid room and 
board since I was seventeen. I still have a curfew, however, 
Mama always says, "The rules of this house don't change!" 
We'll see when I'm twenty-one. 
..................................................... 
"Why are you dressing up so fancy for just to go to a movie?" 
•'I am not going to the movies. I am going out on the town to 
celebrate my birthday." . 
Mama gave me a long strange look. My heart skipped a beat. 
Somehow it reminded me of a scene long ago. Mama's 
countenance changed then just as it has now. At that time it was 
stem and angry, now it seemed questioning and sad. I felt guilty 
because I had told Phillip that I wanted to go to Miss Melinda's 
for my birthday. I wonder if Mama suspected. Again I secretly 
wished we could talk about Miss Melinda. Her name has never 
been mentioned between us since that day long ago. 
I have never seen a slot machine, or had a drink at a bar, and I 
love to dance. I plan to have a ball tonight. 
The house looked so dart, almost like no one lives here. 
Margaret and Allan assured me the place always looks deserted. 
They have been here before. We rang the bell at the side door. It 
seemed like an eternity before Miss Melinda finally came to the 
door. It has been years since I have seen her. She must be five 
feet ten and weight two-hundred pounds. She looted at me and 
said, 
"Are you Sarah's girl?" 
"Yes. mam." 
"You can't come in here." (sternly) 
"I am twenty-one." 
"I don't care if you are. What you ought to do is go home, but 
one thing I know, you'll leave here." 
I turned and slowly walked back to the car. I was too angry 
and humiliated to pretend to be blase.1 didn't even like Mama's 
when, she forbade me to ever go to that house again. I don't 
undersand why Miss Melinda was angry. I had never seen her 
angry before. I never told anyone what Mama said. Here I am 
twenty-one and Miss tdelinda's houlC is still off limits for me! I 
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JUNIOR 
for myfather on Good Friday 
Brenda A. Walker 
The crazy woman and her father had a child. 
The only ~ontact,I have had with mine for 
years now is an unspoken sadness over who 
I have become. 
He is sad, my mother says, because I left 
the country for the city. 
He do7sn't like people from the city. 
He thinks I have betrayed his influence. 
For years I thought I was supposed to 
be a boy. Once when I was five he 
came to me saying, wouldn't it be nice 
to have a brother. I knew what he wanted. 
I knew what he had gotten. I believed 
I was guilty because I should have been 
a boy. Should have been a boy. Should 
have been. Should have. Soul. Show. Shhhh. 
My sister grew thick hair on her arms and 
just above her mouth. She never 
got a waist and she wasn't round like 
girls should be. 
When I was sixteen I heard my mother 
telling her friend about her miscarriage 
happening at the grade school play and . how 
she went to the hospital and someone took 
the kids home. This year my sister had an 
operation and when they had her all doped up 
she told the doctor she was supoosed to be a boy. 
Now she is on hormone treatment; that make 
the hair fall off her arms and her moustache 
is gone. She's round and supple lik~ a =nman. 
She wants to have a child. ~~~== 
My father wants a boy. 
Sharon Gaffney 
dear Editor 
Let's be frank. 
I know about the envelopes unsealed 
they sprout weeds sticky ribbons of indiqnation 
pods of hope pinched and crusted over 
you consider a name change ~oah surviving 
as you do the dry rain of telegrams and darts 
wisdom yanked from some part-time feminist's notes 
hey lady get me published ok it's for the cause 
stiff missives wired to exolode EMERGENCY 
housewife disgusted now devotes herself to literature 
history of the dinette you think 
how I mastered the egg dear Editor I will thank you 
to remember you too were seventeen you 
quill and scroll excelled in verse were wise beyond your year
according to men big on breaking in the nubile writer 
one day your grandfather read your book 
told you no one ever made a living writing 
not even him burned it up and stashed the ashes 
in your ear then you learned to juggle selves 
real against the current model chased the carrot 
like a harried cook whose broth had turned out tasteless 
crammed your soul between the birth of a child 
and a box of thanks but no in varied script and shade 




While the tame white ducks 
Ate bread from other childrens' hands 
called mallards. 
La Donna Price 
for the health ofone's mind 
the collected disperses - children 
through doors hasten seconds 
splitting the drums of slammed doors. 
heavy, slow, quiet - only in dreams 
do children to themselves seem. in sleep 
limbs and lead language drop, chuckle. 
your insistence, your instrumental swab 
stabs - ineffectual silk spit ridder. 
nourished so, fumbling overlip, words 
grow in a direction seen certainly 
richer held up one way 
and cheap, ugly held the other. sooner 
a half-heard gurgle than explained -
sooner dammed. representinq sickening 
eyesore or a saving regeneration. 
corduroy channels are ~ollected syllables. 
they invite correct caress, motivated 
by the label of proper care. a directed 
motion, a tactile checked motion, 
no dirtier than any of all our 
furrowed human potential. 
only lately, blood seen ~o~thly
is not filthy. 
it is used or it leaves - t~e feel 
of either direction and the color 
of possibilities. 
the exclusive nap, the velvet sleep -
in the children's dreams unse~n woodwinds 
moan, mour.1 for the dark. in waking 
there is no slow mocking laughter. 
Kate&engrim 
Jane E. Parenti 
nexus 
The Truth Of It/Bullet Sonata 
as optimism 
loses malice 
the persistence of John Lennon 
instinct discovered 
the communication whereof 
is genius 
turning the desk 
sunward 




birds fly surprise 
into J?lanes 
when you leave 
there is only the work of it 
Literature 
Jane Austen and 
the fact that you cannot 
say it 
entirely in the vernacular 
like Edith Wharton 
getting very caught up 
in the work --
perhaps what we call masculine 
the handsome woman 
Edith at her best as handsome 
as very beautiful 
as owning the spirit of 
the language she loved 
if the work is good 
it reconstructs a great deal 
she was wearing her clothes 
as paint 
and they noticed it 
Anais in the armchair 
in books they talk back 




John Ashbery walks into the 
crowded room lithe lanky white-haired 
almost oriental in his inwardness 
behind tinted glasses large mirrored eyes 
beetles leaping out of cool flames now a 
man where once just words lived to 
melt in the fire his poetry like swirls 
of paint keeps flowing like ocean waves 
roaring cascading retreating will return 
as the poem never ceases to amaze 
this bedazzle·d reader who · would like 
to ask is this heaven hell or slices 
of surreal salami? Should i eat it 
smear it reflect deeply upon it? 
I am not sure night is not day black sun. 
GaryPacemich 
Arachne Tapestries the House of Atreus 
When you remove the corn, do not 
discard the husk. Do not 
turn it out like a lamed roan to field; 
it cannot stud! Even the ruined shell 
of a hermit crab may house yet another 
hermit younger than itself. Eac~ flower o~ns 
a spider; I have seen to that, like a vampire 
soul: to counter the suck and bull roar 
of the waves, each spider piping webs . 
from its belly in intricate symphony to mirror 
perfectly its· mother's face ·and muscle red 
womb...• The moon suff~s still 
reflections in brown water: arachne 
challenging again the gods and again bent 






scurries across the sidewalk, 
on his shoulders -
a butterfly wing. 
Do you suppose 
he thought 
he was sailing. 
Why 
!TlY son asks 







places her cheek 
against my chin 
flutters her eyelashes 








How strange to call this place a home 
Gray mist hanging in the air 
~o wind to blow the shrouded atmosnhere 
From this interior 
Decorated in early gloom 
Furniture from an unknown province 
Dead landscapes 
Of a false oriental nature 
Humming obscure sounds 
Huge bouquets of bloom 
Torn from the spring 
Wore self-conscious looks 
As if feeling out of place 
Debating going home. 
Eyes look nowhere mostly 
But sometimes at the floor 
To avoid the face 
Of the one left here 
Behind, alone 
Holding the card 
Of his identification 
A photograph 
Smiling yet sedate 
Some assorted demogra?hics 
With signature 





Yet requiring it 
Nothing was said 
Though moving lips betrayed 
Falling syllables 
In puzzled tones 
Minced words piled on the floor 
But in the air 
Messages more real 
~oved like ghosts 
And one of them 
Although its form was strange 




One branch grew long and away 
And since has died for its audacity. 
Its last leaves still cling, 
Hold on in rusty tenacity, 
And frozen in the heavy, humid air. 
8 
spring/1981 
JUST AMONG US THREE 
Coleen Pence Keller 
"Peter, you're in my way. I've got to get ready for Lily to 
come in." 
"Katerin, you seem to take too much on yourself. First you're 
ol' Thomason's cook, no,v he's got you playing nurse to his 
girl." 
Peter brought his tools out of the box and laid them beside his 
thigh. Katerin turned off the rinse water and waited on Peter's 
pause. 
"Did ol' Thomason give you a raise, Katerin?" 
Shrugging her shoulders and hiding her eyes, Katerin 
replied, ''As the house handyman, I doubt that that is of your 
business. Where's Lily? Her nap time is coming." 
"Where else? She's playing her hokey games down at the 
summer house." 
Carefully pushing aside her laundered curtains with soapy 
hands, Katerin raised on tip toe to catch a glimpse of Lily. Below 
the window, rows of. vegetables branched out to the bottom of 
the slope. At the bottom of the vegetable rows, green tufts of 
herbs and a few of Katerin's favorite flowers grew in haphazard 
lines. Lily was at the edge of the flowers curtsying and talking to 
no one in sight. Katerin slid down onto her flat-foot position and 
laid back her curtains. 
''Katerin, what does her father say about her messing around 
that wreck of a summer house?" 
"Peter, if you're trying to get me in a worry, forget it. Lily is a 
very capable little girl. " Pushing Peter and his tools aside, 
Katerin opened the kitchen door. There was no need for Katerin 
to yell, the old door, splintered and swollen, ,screamed when 
opened. 
Lily nodded her greeting to Katerin, but stayed at the foot of 
the summer house. Turning around and as if no one could see, 
Lily bowed and danced and formally shook someone's hand. 
''Alone, that kid's always alone, Katerin. How come she don't
talk to me like when she was little? She plays snooty with her 
little cousins too. I've seen her." 
Without looking at Peter, Katerin answered, "Come on, 
Peter. All little girls go through times when the only world that 
matters is that of make-believe." 
" That little girl needs a mother, Katerin." 
"Stop itl Stop Katerin-ing mel No threats, Peter, I'm her 
guardian." 
"You mean you're her nurse. As long as her father's alive, 
you don't hold much say." 
"She's coming." 
Katerin left the door. Moving a small stool, Katerin reached 
along a low shelf and found the bunny mug. Her fmger crooked 
in an ear, she opened the refrigerator and found the jar of milk. 
Peter slowly set his screwdrivers in a narrow line according to 
the size of the tool. His tousled head came up to the door just as 
Lily pushed to open it. 
"She's white as a ghost." whispered Peter. 
"Peter." 
Straddling her stool, Lily accepted the bunny mug from 
Katerin. 
''Maybe I've been a ghost.'' A smile, a thick drink, and finally 
a white moustache. 
Peter picked up a screwdriver and fit it into the slot. With a 
wink, he said, "You're my princess." 
"No." 
"Lily, are you sorry to see me?" 
"No, Peter." 
"No, what?" 
"No, no more princess. I am not your princess. I am not a 
princess," looking down into her milk, Lily murmured, "It's 
make-believe." 
Katerin, on guard for Lily's sake, sat down across from the 
little girl. She held a dish rag, and she began rubbing at a spot 
on the table. 
Peter dropped a screw. "You must be bored all the time. 
Playing all by yourself. Why don't you and me go find 
something to do after I fmish on this door? Learn from your 
experience, Lily. Be with people, so you don't have to be bored 
all the time." 
"I am learning, and besides, I have to take my nap." Lily 
finished off her miik. 
"What she needs, Peter, is a good rest. She comes in tired 
and nervous." 
Peter switched his screwdriver to his left hand, to his right 
could catch the screws. While twisting the screws, he ans¥.·ered, 
"Lily is six. She needs other kids. She needs games that won't 
get her upset. What's that game you were playing this 
morning?" 
"It's nothing." Lily's eyes dropped, and she blew into her 
glass. 
"C'mon, we're friends-you can tell me. I was small once. I 
played your games." 
"I don't play. Mommy talks to me. She loves me." 
"Lily." Katerin's eyes pierced into Lily. 
"Your mommy?" Peter turned and raised an eyebrow. 
"It's a game she makes up." said Katerin. 
"I don't make it up," said Lily, pushing her lip out. 
"That is telling stories, said Katerin, "Don't be rude. Let's 
talk of something else." 
"No wonder she's rude," cried Peter. "If you admit that she 
tells lies and then go on to a different subject - Let her tell us her 
story. Don't make her feel guilty. You'll get her to tell lies." 
"You're in your fantasy stage, aren't you, Lily?" Katerin 
seemed to be more intent on questioning herself than Lily. 
"I don't make things up," said Lily. 
"You do," said Peter. " And because you do, it is not too late 
to reason with you. There is nothing wrong with a bit of fantasy. 
Only you better learn to tell what is fantasy and what is reality, 
or you 'II never become a beautiful lady. Tell me about your 
mommy. What does she look like?" 
"You know what she looks like. You've seen her. She's 
hearing everything you say." 
"Aren't you afraid?" Peter turned to look at Lily. 
"I'm not scared. Not a bit." 
"I should hope not. You 'd only be scaring yourself." Peter 
rummaged at his tools. 
"She loves me. I dance with her." Lily stopped and faltered 
under Katerin's eyes. 
Katerin picked up Lily's hands. "That's a big statement to 
make, Lily. But I'm sure your mother does love you." 
Lily's face showed bewilderment. "But Katerin, you said 
you'd allow me to see her." 
Peter interrupted, "Listen, when you go down there to the 
summer house, nobody's there. ls there?" 
Lily pasued, "No. " Katerin held onto Lily's hands and eyes. 
"Then you think of your mother and you talk to yourself," 
said Peter. 
"No," said Lily, breaking hands with Katerin. "No, I have to 
dance and do some stuff to see her." 
"That doesn't matter," said Peter, filing at the hinge. 
Lily stood up off her stool and walked to Peter' s side. " Yes, it 
does , Peter." She stared down out the window. 
"Listen, Lily," said Peter, stopping his work. "I'm sad you 
can't have your mommy. She can't come back. It's all a fantasy 
of yours, do you understand?" 
In a whisper, Lily answered, "Yes, Peter." 
"It's all make-believe." 
"Peter, stop it. She's upset." 
"You can't really see her, not as yqu can see me. I am real. 
You can't touch her. You can touch me." Peter stopped his 
rambling. Lily's head sunk on her chest. 
"Now that you know the difference between real and 
make-believe, that you and I are here, and your mother is there. 
Which is pretend? C'mon, tell me. Which is the pretend?" 
"Lily princess and Peter prince," said Lily. 
Before Peter could start, Katerin grabbed Lily. "Leave her 
alone, Peter. It's time for her nap." 
Lily looked up at Katerin, "Where's my sweater?" 
"I don't know. What did you do with it?" 
"I remember. In the summer house, and my doll is there too." 
Katerin looked at Peter. "Please?" 
Peter rose, mumbled, "All right." And went out the door. 
On the second floor landing, Katerin and Lily had the best 
view of the summer house. High overhead, black clouds 
tumbled in. Huge drops ofwater hit the windowpane. Lily stifled 
a giggle. 
"Lily, you shouldn't have sent Peter out for your sweater." 
Lily pulled the gray sweater around her and picked up her 
doll. She pointed at Peter's figure running out of the summer 
house into the storm. 
"See, Katie-Kat. He believes in what I say. He believes in 
make-believe.'' Lily giggled in Katerin's arms, as Katerin 
pulled her closer and smiled. 




"Lived" is a curious word -
they put your past 
in the past tense 
Another year falls from the shelf and 
shatters at your feet 
you study the broken fragments: 
learn too much 
learn too little 
glass enters your hands 
your feet 
embeds 
but you do not bleed 
(male, you haven't seen your own blood for years} 
you heal 
but the glass remains 
others deflect your too surgical incisions 




a walk in the woods 
gentle rhythms 
emerging on a tall field 
you perceive a flash of light from the sky 
and raise the eyes 
to nothingness 
III. 
To those i have loved: 
i would love you still 
living in veneer 




who is the chosen delegate 
celibate liver of this life 
assigned a stranger 
every night 
death passes over like a thick cloud 




meet a child: "this must be me" 
you would steal his life 
and flee to damp cover 
no words in the dark 
no secrets discovered 
i remember. 
v. 
ashes on the floor 
burned your final poem 
look down, dark wells 
a friend's since qone 
living at such heights 
pitched into the wind 
face hard to the cold, like the bow of a ship 
pains in the palm yield pleasure 
empty gaps in the vein 
life-blood courses too swiftly 
a wild horse under you riding 
riding over the blight of your youth 
VI. 
dear child: in your white dream's light 
hear my voice: the sound of the sea 




I cut off the head 
and fry the halibut, 
peel two lettuce leaves 
and shred them into tiny pieces; 
and suddenly recall your aquarium 
boiling cold: goldfish, guppies, 
angel fish, and the gray, bloated 
coolie loach you let die 
one week without food. 
The other fish were desperate 
and fed upon the flesh. 
Rolling over, it fell quietly apart 
until the rotting meat began to stink. 
You laughed and said 
the living feed upon the dead. 
Mange 
Donald Fuston 
I had to shoot myself 
I was foaming at the mouth 
I clawed at friends 
And didn't recognize my master 
Myself 
I growled 
And scratched at non-existent fleas 
Or else I would lay in the corner 
Staring at nothing 
Paralyzed 
Waiting for my shadow to make 
The first move 
So I had to kill myself today 
Now I can live 
James M. Hughes 
whirling 
"The really diligent studen t in one of the r::rowded hive s o f 
Cambridge College is as solitary as a dervis~ in t~e de s ert." 
Thoreau "Solitary " Walden 
an ecstatic dancing with words 
cheeky to cheeky 




t~e stretch of the vocal cords to heaven 
with ~otes of dust and grains of sand 
in the surprise 
of sight 
the aloneness is an illusion 
the crowd is too visible to be just seen: 
it jabs, 
elbow to groin, 




the case of the diligent devil is clear: truth is always iust near 
and the lonely circles in the sands of time 
kick up an ask of hands 
the eye is irritated 
the eye breaks water 
the desert becomes a sea 
filled with thee 
full of me 




a sandpiper's salty trail 
traces the sea's 
scalloped edge 
like my words 
trace the shape of people 







Crystal voices escape -
fragmented -
The sky-pearl curtain 
That slowly mists, 
Almost caught 
In space and time, 
Around a coral world 







3- Prong Plug is below Warner House 
between two trees, between two roads, 
between the foundations of two 
Quonset huts . 
CHESS ROCK ROT in progress 
~RTIST'S STATEMENT 
I try not to think. To me that 
half of the brain doesn't have much 
to do with art. It 's useful if you ' ve 
got some nuts and bolts technical sort 
of problem where strength or engineering 
or whatever is the main consideration, 
but not otherwise. 
I just start. I don't draw up a 
design and follow it. I try different 
things and can feel when they're right. 
That's the only way I can work on a 
piece that takes nine months and make it 
work. If I try to plan it- (and I have), 
it al I comes our incongruent and out of 
proportion with itself. 
Right now I'm in this bio-mechanical 
head . I guess you can read things into 
it about us and our technology and 
maybe they're true but t-hey're not there 
intentionally. 
There's a lot of female-male ying-yang 
death-grip love - grip energy in my work. 
And it too is something thrown up by my 
subconscious . 
I'm a New Wave artist . Which means I 
love popular culture and mass - production 
(or at lec:1st the aesthetics of the mass­
produced object) and have this romantic 
Atlantis kind of philosophy about the 
brief blossomi119 of our civi I ization 
before. it co I I apses . 
J . 8 . 
Cl it-dick 2 is beside the creek (K-lot), 
two-thirds of the way to Colonel Glenn 
Highway , fifty yards from a big elm tree, 
near the driveway that once led up to an
officer's house . 
spring/1981 
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OfMy LeftBrain andits Partner to the Right 
Denise and Michael 
Bacon, eggs and lemonade 
A Tibetan Princess and a shot of whiskey 
Are you listening, Are you listening 
Drive, drive, drive 
Two beers sure 
Five cards and a draw 
A little bitty red bud 
Are you speaking, Are you speaking 
Drive, drive, drive 
Lines of coke 
Steak, potato, and lettuce ala whiskey 
Beer at the bend with a friend 
Are you sleeping, Are you sleeping 
With a Friend 
Are you sleeping 
Drive, drive, drive 
Right over and out of touch 
Highway 68 under NORML 
Left on wheels 
South on dream 
Are you spinning, Are you spinning 
Sleep, sleep, sleep 
Mitch James 
Passion 
I tore and ripped and seared and probed 
Each crevice, nook, crack and curtain 
Hidden somewhere I was certain, 
A bloody arrow meant for me. 
Still I'll stand 
Aim you well 
Bring your bow and pierce me through 
Poison my system with your head 
Let me gasp and shake and shiver 
Hot with fever uncontrolled. 
Show yourself you damned wretch 
Re 9cind actions of childness 
Hide and Seek is no game for me 
Inflict your ?QWer of disease 
Come out, come out 
Disrobe the shadows 
And str ing the arrow 
Meant for me . Jane Seifried 
Cincinnati Mana 
The men who work 
for Procter & Gamble 
march like cakes of soap 
past Fountain Square. 
They bellow to work 
in tie and jacket, 
hands just so in their pockets. 
Charles J. Brady 
Atlas 
With pigeons perched on your shoulder 
you sneeze atomic dust 
into the stratosphere. 
You bear the weiqht of my questions 
smiling that azure smile. 
Unable to bend your head in sleep 
or know the comfort 
a friend's pillow may brinq 
you stand weary at the 
wester-most edge 
bearinq the weight of your condemnation. 
SWBliss 
I will love my lady when I have her 
Kiss her gently by broken sunlight 
Hold her closely by glowing moonlight 
Smooth her hair from her face and marvel 
at its softness 
I will love my lady when she's with me 
Speak her name over dancing candleflames 
Call her Goddess over floating incense smoke 
Worship at her woman-ness and marvel 
at its softness 
I will love my lady when she's beside me 
Whisper sweet words into her woman ears 
Sing honey-gold tunes into her darkest fears 
Create our own beginning and marvel 
at its softness 
C.L. Terry 
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portrait: breakfast cook 
eddie 









his son is named 
:-tatthew Phillip 
eddie says "it's religious" 
eddie goes to college 





he will drop out 
until February 
his family comes first 
his son is a baby 
the belly laughs 
the black glasses 
laugh 
eddie laughs 
he slices celery 
for the soup of the day 
eddi e says "he's the happiest 
baby I've ever seen 
he never cries -
except if he's hungry" 
CindyShearer 
IBCode3 
Look at him waking up to another worki ng day 
He washes eats his breakfast kisses his wife and 
-
hurries off to his job hurries off to his I B code3. 
His bottom and knobs and computer's 
Computers and bottoms and knobs - I B code3 
Check 4 attached to print out 5 
rewind code 2 cancel out tap e! 
ring click pong zang zang pong click ring - got it 
message received end. of another working day time 




















































By the orthodox concept of God , I understand , especially, that concept 
developed by Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theol ogica and Summa Contra Gentil es . 
This concept of God evolved from the analytic efforts of the early Church 
Fathers to under stand the nature of God. I have called this concept of God 
"orthodox " because it has been accepted by the majority of the Catholic and 
Protestant philosophers and theol ogians . This concept of God which those 
phi losophers and theologians have accepted represents hundreds of years of 
attempts to acquire an understanding and clarification of "God" as presented 
in the Bible and other early Church writings . 
According to this orthodox concept, God exists as an absolutely simple, 
good , infinite , omniscient , and omnipotent being. By God being good (sometimes 
God is characterized here as being "omnibenevolent") Aquinas understands 
that : (1) God is the ultimate source of everything which is morally and 
aesthetically good and (2) everything that God does is morally good (Summa 
Theologica [ ~-! •] , Part I , Q. 6) . 
Secondly, to say that God is infinite is to say that God is self­
sufficient; i . e ., God is dependent upon nothing for his existence, God was 
not brought into existence by anything nor can anything destroy him (S .T., 
Part I , Q. 7, Art . 1) . Thirdly, to say that God is omniscient is to say that 
God knows all truths , i . e ., all that exists and in what manner it exists , all 
that could exist and in what manner it could exist, and everything that does 
or could happen to what exists or could exist(~. '.!'._., Part I , Q. 14) . 
Fourthly, to say that God is omnipotent is to say that he can do anything 
that is logi cally possible, i . e ., anything which is not self- contradictory 
or meaningless(~. '.!'._. , Part I , Q. 25, Art . J) . Fifthly, and finally , to say 
God is absolutely s i mple is to say that : (1) God is not material or a body, 
(2) God has no parts , (J) God ' s nature or his properties and faculties are 
identical to each other and to God ' s existence , and (4) God is not a part 
or composite of anything(~. '.!'._., Part I , Q. 14) . In brief , within God there 
are no distinctions . 
II 
Given the previous concept of God, I shall now unfold a problem with 
it . This problem is actually quite ancient; for example , Boethius and 
Augustine struggled with it . It has been argued that is God knows everything 
that is going to happen, then God knows what you are going to do tomorrow, 
This point seems to follow merely from God 's being omniscient , However , if 
God knows what you are going to do tomorrow, so the argument continues , 
than you cannot help but do that since God pannot be wrong. But if you 
cannot help but do tomorrow (or any future time for that matter) what God 
knows that you are going to do , then you and everyone else (since the 
argument equally applies to everyone) have no free will . To summarize the 
argument, i f God is omniscient , then there is no free will • 
The standard reply to this argument is found in Augustine's The City of 
God (Book V, Ch. IX-XI) . Augustine argues that God , being omniscient, has 
foreknowledge of everything we choose and do ; but having foreknowledge of 
what we choose and do does not necessarily mean that God determines what we 
choose and do . Therefore , Augustine holds that our having free will and 
God ' s being omniscient (having foreknowledge of what we choose and do) are 
not conflicting theses . 
held that others have the power to foretell the future . Let u3 suppose that 
Madame Curio does have the power to foretell some aspects of the future 
through her crystal gazing, tea leaf readings , and horoscope analyses . 
Perhaps she saw clairvoyantly in the crystal , or tea leaves , or horoscopes 
that a certain president will die in office; perhaps she even "saw" the 
exact time and place of death. Even though Madame Curio has the power to 
foretell some pa.~ts of the future , I believe that , analogically following 
Augustine ' s argument , it does not follow that her foretelling the event 
caused or determined the event. Sh bl t f t e was a e o ore e 11 the event because 
it was going to happen rather than the event happened because she foretold 
it. Unfortunately the appeal to the Madame Curio example fails because 
Augustine apparently overlooked God ' s simplicity, 
What I want to show is that given the orthodox concept of God one 
cannot argue the way Augustine does, Reconsider the notion of God's simplicity. 
If God is absolutely simple, then God has no parts, has no distinctions, and 
all of his properties and faculties are identical. Consequently, God's will 
(his power) and God's intellect (his faculty of knowledge) are identical 
powers; they are not separate powers as they are in man, Thus, if God is 
an absolutely simple substance , then there is no distinction between God's 
knowing what you will do tomorrow and God ' s willing (determining) what you 
will do tomorrow. That previous statement merely follows from the simplicity, 
power, and intellect of God. Both Aquinas and Augustine held that God exists 
and knows what you are going to do tomorrow, But because they also held 
that God is an absolutely simple substance, then , on their own grounds, we 
must conclude that God causes , determines, or wills what you are going to 
do tomorrow and the rest of your life , 
With the addition of God's benevolence to the argument another problem 
arises . Since God is benevolent , then everything he wills is morally good . 
Furthermore , since from his simplicity whatever he wills he knows and whatever 
he knows he wills , then God wills everything that everyone does . Therefore , 
if everything God wills is morally good , then everything that everyone 
does is morally good . This latter conclusion many people would probably 
wish to reject given some of the deeds some people have inflicted upon 
others . 
III 
In resolving this problem it appears that there are two major options : 
(1) accept the previous argument based on the analysis of the orthodox 
concept of God, or (2) modify that orthodox concept of God, Let us examine 
the second option. 
The problem appears to be generated especially by a clash between God ' s 
absolute simplicity, omnipotence , and omniscience . Therefore , if God is 
either not absolutely simple or not omnipotent or not omniscient , then the 
problem could not arise . For example , let us suppose that God is absolutely 
simple but neither omniscient nor omnipotent ; God knows all truths pa.st and 
present , but , as with most of us , God does not know what is going to happen 
in the future since the future has not been actualized. God would know all 
that has been actualized ; i.e., God would know everything that has happened 
in the pa.st up to the present moment. God ' s power would be similarly 
limited. God would will only that which has been actualized up to the 
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~resent moment . Never theless , God would have more knowledge and more power 
than anything else . On the other hand , God would be similar to us in having 
beliefs , opinions , and expectations as to the future , yet God would .1ot 
actually know which of the future ' s possibilities will become actualiLed until 
they do , 
This modified notion of God ' s knowledge and power is unacceptable . The 
Bible presents God as having knowledge of future states and as having the 
power to reveal these future states to the prophets , Furthermore , if God did 
not have knowledge of the future~ then God would not know if there would be 
an accounting of everyone's life -- the Judgment Day event. 
Perhaps , then, the best modification of the orthodox concept would be to 
hold that God is not absolutely simple , What are the consequences of that 
modification? If God were a composite substance , such as you or I then 
Augustine ' s criticism of the main argument would be effective: whatever God 
knows would not be identical to whatever God wills , since they would be 
distinct faculties . But what are the problems with holding God to be a 
composite being rather than a simple being? 
For Aquinas a composite being is a created being. A created being is 
composed of parts and in order for a composite being to exist some other 
being has to exist so as to bring the parts together to form an existing whole : 
the composite being. As a consequence , God would have a creator ; God would 
not be infinite or self-sufficient. 
But do we have to accept Aquinas ' account of composition? Usually , when 
we think of a composite being we are thing of a material being , e . g., a 
watch or an engine. Watches are composed of gears and springs , which in 
turn are composed of smaller material objects . But the human soul is not 
considered to be material and is , therefore , not totally composite in the 
way in which material things are composite . The human soul is composite in 
the sense that it has distinct powers or faculties . The faculty of knowing 
(intellect) is different from the faculty of desire or volition (will) . Of 
course , they may work in conjunction with each other . We may want something 
and have the knowledge as to how to acquire it . For example , we may have 
a craving for a candy bar and we may know that t here are candy bars in the 
canteen and that we have enough money to purchase one . However , we may also 
know that we ought to stay on our diet whereas we may still want to have 
a candy bar . Some have argued that intellect and will may conflict with each 
other as well as aid each other . 
Could it not be the case that God is infinite yet composite in the way 
in which the human soul is composite . God is eternal and self-sufficient, 
yet his will and intellect are distinct faculties? Aquinas ' concern would be 
that a composite being has to be created and it is always possible for it 
to disintegrate. But God ' s eternalness would rule out God ' s disintegrating 
and God ' s self-sufficiency would rule out God ' s being created . God ' s will 
and intellect would be distinct . God could know what you are going to be 
doing tomorrow yet God need now will what you are going to be doing 
tomorrow. 
Nevertheless , we still seem to have a problem , Unlike us , God's 
intellect and will cannot conflict . If God knows what you are going to do 
tomorrow, then God cannot will that you not do that tomorrow , God ' s will 
is infinite . If God wills something, then it happens . For a further 






Madame Curio. Therefore, tomorrow you will visit Madame Curio. But if 
God willed that you would not visit Madame Curio tomorrow, then tomorrow you 
would not visit Madame Curio. Since God knows that you will visit Madame 
Curio tomorrow, then, since God's intellect and will cannot conflict, either 
God wills that you visit Madame Curio tomorrow or God suspends judgment 
concerning your visiting Madame Curio tomorrow. 
The first alternative leads us back to our problem that God wills what 
God knows. Consequently, the second alternative seems to be the more 
favorable one. To say that God suspends judgment concerning your visiting 
Madame Curio tomorrow is to say that God neither wills that you visit her 
tomorrow nor wills that you not visit her tomorrow. But if God suspends 
judgment concerning the occurrence of some future events, then it would seem 
that some future events occur independently of God's will. Thus not everything 
that happens would happen bec:1.use of God's will. 
Presumably, those future events on which God suspends his will would be 
those actions deliberated upon by people. Presumably also God could simul­
taneously will the future occurrence of some inanimate event and suspend his 
will concerning what you will do tomorrow. 
This analysis has presented a way of reconciling God's simplicity, 
omnipotence, and omniscience, but at a cost; viz., not everything that happens 
is willed by God. Therefore, God would not have absolute control over his 
own creation. If this last point is unacceptable for the orthodox concept of 
God, then perhaps there is no acceptable reconciliation. If there is no 
acceptable reconciliation, then you may draw your own conclusions about the 
orthodox concept of God. 
jonathan levant 
vision 
that what is most alive remain most alive, 
that love be sanctuary and no torment, 
that there be continuity and calm and 
that wisdom's art order me into love. 
the kind act that has registered, the 
withering away of unnecessary cruelties -
yeats said "exalt and be silent" i want 
to be exampled of several kinds of excellence. 
• in faith, how we define "belief" may make 
an angel's difference: to be clear, tamara, 
my vision this evening is cupped in our hands 
where lightning bugs lantern them --
]otJephine Kramer 
ladies day
tan dish drainer base. black iron skillet, 
handle forming an upward arch. 
aluminum pan handles downpoint, 
weaving through forks and knives. 
an arrangement of yesterday's dishes 
piled high unashamedly. 
sun shining through a country window 
above her wet soapsuds hands. 
sparkling cut glass filling the room 
with rainbows. an emerald dessert plate 
flashes green. roxanne stands barefoot 
on one leg, ostrich style 
in red t-shirt and jeans. 
chattering about marriage love and : 
women in no particular order or length. 
the floors need to be swept 
the bed made up. she must pay penance 
for a night on the town with a girlfriend. 
she will beg forgiveness later 
speaking softly and passionately to . 
her husband. hot night on the king-sized 
water bed tonight. she will moan gentle. 
crooning her happiness to the gods.
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life is a fighting against, 
a word is a wall. 
to push against a mind 
is a support of the effort. 
mo~ion is the heart 
pumping at the wall, forward, 
always forward 
never moving. 
conviction is the soul 
passed from hand to Heaven to Hand, 
with progress 
moving back to a simpler time. 
perspiration cools the brow, 
the effort mak~s the youth -
but sinew loosens, the pressure gone, and 
fingers drop to hold a cane. 
M.A.Smith 
Cold immense images 
pushed to the front 
·· of my mind 
Grip and shake the world 
as I stand still 
on a hill 
While below me, the city lays 
in a dome of destruction 
a dusty gaze 
All my friends buried by God 
In a cold, stone casket 
A rock garden basket 
Transporting them to the 
other side of morning 
No more pain, only pleasure 
They finally found 
The world's buried treasure 
Mike Thompson 
Touch 
It is impossible 
to not touch 
our hungry hands 
reaching beyond the ritual 
of hot coffee, 
this table for two 
embroidered by memory 
becomes a solid oak barrier 
to our feast, the hoarding 
of tactile memories against 
the famine of winter. We 
begin and end with our skin. 
Donna Dorsey Fox 
this neptune 
we shared his head taleless 
noted his rising tail 
weed-buried 
we ate one aye 
a peace a quiet 
lipped split communion 
a common token of catch 
casting about the 
printed glass 
to pack 
mold mouth and steam 
I read your jettied 
afterword of aftertaste 
of fishes 
dumb existence 
of noble upward fight 
to beget such gem 
scale magnificence 
for future anglers 
hungry to see 
the spectrum's 
slippery struggle 
to hold to cut to 
consume wood smoked saute 
for a satisfying 
death wheeze squeezed 
out of love 
we to each 
are the sea's selfish 
present potent loaves 









in leg chains the criminals hide out in the woods 
my mother is furious, she flies in, she returns 
and still does not understand, 
she cleans out her house. 
angels, the living, 
my son and my daughter hold up the tent, 
edges flap wildly in this wind and I stand here 
in its entrance 
facing the world. 
honor me, know me 
each cries out, each cry sucked into long speechless clouds 
looping to the East. 
in a separate house 
Spring, manic hands jerk him out 
lay him flat on the floor. 
on the insistent denials 
in his second dead marriage. 
turning, turning, 
after all these years we are still caterpillars, tribesmen, a woman in green 
red kohl on our cheeks, the tiniest feet. 
for our power is naked-
we turn and turn 
and the rest know 
in their bones, furious they 
catch the alchemy across the room 
spelling out its name 
on twitching palms and feet. 
John Blakelock 
Deborah, (O/f Comwall) 
Swells drawing toward shore 
sweep strands of copper hair 
past her closed mouth and eyes 
a crab pulls himself from a crevice 
upon armored legs 
his shell splotched green 
with blues spiked 
'round the edges 
like a buddhist temple 
water rushes down the rock face 
blowing the meadows of leather plants 
maroon seaweeds waving gloved hands 
long kelp streamers 
periwinkle snails huddle 
in clusters waiting on the tide. 
portrait: the uncle 







conducted that song 
for 450,000 people 
at Carmel 
along with 
the star spangled banner 
I saw it on TV -
it was the most moving 
thing 
I'd ever seen" 
my father's brother 
"I bet $652 on the horses 
that day 
and won $734 
on paper" 





Fish Store Philosophy 
The odor of fish settles on the store, 
a fog sinking into our clothes and hair. 
My grampa's skin hangs on his cheeks
like a shade on an open window. His bony
arms lean on the qouqed counter, f.inqernails
thickened and yellowed like the clam s~ell
full of smoked-down Camels. ~e crouch besi~e
the lobster tank and talk abo~t how peqqinq
their claws has chanqed the lobsters.
Donna Dorsey Fox 
me and jack kerouac: hitchhiking 
I showed him · my worn dog-eared 1957 pocket
edition of On the Road. I told him about my
teenage dreams of joining the bands of gypsies
in beat-up black cadillacs. he said I was
a real gone chick. I told him he was a 
male chauvinist. he said yeah probably 
so what? there were faded bent beer cans 
and yellowed newspapers in the ditches.
he wanted to know where all the Burma Sh~ve 
signs were. I didn't know but I remembered 
reading them from the back seat of daddy's 
chevrolet. he was wearing a red and black 
lumberjack's shirt, a golden crucifix on
a chain around his neck. I asked him about 
revision and spontaneous prose. he got very
excited about being natural and honest and 
free, writing unconcerned about personal
feelings, no punctuation, no revision. 
the last he emphasized strongly and I 
hated my dependence on com.mas and periods: 
my absolute passion about colons. full of 
shame I looked at the ground. he wore 
leather sandals, his bare feet sensuous and 
dusty. I wanted to wash his feet with 
pan and water, drying them with my hair
like mary magdalene. I wanted to 
kiss his feet, touch his freedom.
we laughed and trailed the concrete highway,
white stripe naming the borders. sharing the
sweet fragrance of reefer and talking about IT. 
we walked backwards, holding out our thumbs,
trying to stop an eighteen-wheeler for a 
long haul ride west. west coast. west coast 
breezes surging past our ears. temptinq. 
teasing. he thought it was a real crazy scene 
and we'd better keep moving. we ate an apple, 
passing its red juiciness back and forth.
sounds of sparrows and starlings flying high 
and wheels, fast traveling wheels. there was 
so much to say. we couldn't stop talking. 
I would have followed him anywhere, embracing
his caramel-flavored words, chewing them slowly, 




Jean Barlow Hudson 
ENTRANCES AND EXITS 
There was something like eternity about the supermarket. 
Maybe it was the one-way automatic doors that constantly 
sucked open and wheezed shut. The store was always open for 
business and people were always there in the aisles, hidden, 
making their decisions. The steel baskets appeared suddenly at 
her counter, their treasures spilling onto the counter, 
demanding her attention. 
This morning there was a lull in the traffic and Donna leaned 
against her cash register and observed Patty at the next counter 
who was knocking out rolls of coins. 
' Tm through," Donna heard her own voice break the silence. 
'Tm giving my resignation Friday when we get our checks." 
She saw the words written with foam on a blue sky by an 
airplane. "Federated Foods Lose Donna Fairfax" . 
The other woman knocked a red roll of pennies against the 
drawer and let them fall into their compartment. She did not 
answer. 
"Eighteen years. I should have a medal. A pension. 
Standing here • eighteen years!" 
The doors sucked open and a shopper stared at them 
belligerently as she grabbed an empty cart and clattered down 
an aisle. 
"You won't get either. 'Sides you won't do it. It's just 
Monday d~ldrums." Patty's words were flat as pancakes. 
"No. I'm resigning. I really am. I've decided. When I decide 
something I do it." The dark curls of Donna's beehive hairdo 
stood bravely in place. 
"You don't resign this kind of job. You quit. You could quit 
right now as Friday." 
A customer set down a carton of milk on Patty's counter. 
Donna felt her turn to the customer in relief. They worked 
together but they were not what you would call close friends . 
Patty was much younger and did not understand what eighteen 
years at the check-out counter did to a person. The burden of 
her decision rested on her own hands. It was not light and 
Donna's spirit tottered beneath it. 
She tidied up her counter with an energy born of frustration. 
Then she examined her smock covering her sweater and skirt. It 
was clean enough for the day but faded from many washings. 
What ,... ill Steve say? she was thinking, and a worry, when she 
thought of telling her husband, swept across the confidence of 
dcci,ion. A cart of groceries appeared in her check-out space. 
Patty. free again, was speaking to her back. "You're not 
<,erious. I'll bet on it." She laughed as she said it, cocksure. 
" Oh. I'm dead serious ." Donna said over her shoulder. and 
then turru:d her attention to her customer, wishing she hadn't 
<,aid anything to Patty. 
For year'> Donna had been the most popular checker in the 
,tore. She was accommodating, patient, and she was hone!>!. 
People knC\\ this , Dave, her boss. knew it. Yet lately she had 
been .m arc of making mistakes, forgetting things. touching the 
\\ rnng keys too often. over-looking details. Maybe she was 
th111king of her aching feet when she should be concentrating. 
She didn't know the reason. But soon others would notice, if 
they hadn't already. Gradually they might avoid her counter. 
Sighing she turned a box of cookies around three times looking 
for the price stamp. She touched the register and picked up a tin 
of sardines. Patty thought she wouldn't do it. But she would. 
She had been wanting to quit for several months. Wetting her 
lips she swallowed and automatically replied to something the 
customer said. 
Yet as Donna worked through the morning, doubts and 
objections pushed in to argue with her. Maybe she should put 
off leaving until after Christmas, maybe Spring would be better. 
Maybe she should ask to work part-time. No, the rebellious 
voice repeated, no, do it now. Friday. But what if the boss isn't 
here, sometimes he just sends the checks in and stays at the 
other branch? Would she put it off then, take that excuse? No, 
she'd leave the letter on his desk. It would be done. He 
wouldn't like it one bit that his most experienced checker was 
quitting. He would try to talk her into staying. Donna knew it 
wouldn't be easy to stand up to Dave, she had trouble speaking 
out to people. Dave would work on her doubts; he would come 
up when she was restocking the cigarettes, which was one of her 
extra jobs, and in his hearty, buddy-buddy way, would say, 
' Now. Donna. how much are you trying to hit me for to keep you 
on? You know you ' re number one around here but don't push 
me too hard . I'm barely getting a profit out of this operation 
what with all the competition.' She heard his voice telling her 
those things in his confidential way. and she hardened herself 
against giving in. 
Maybe she should leave after work today, just walk out and 
never come back, have them mail her check. Others had done it. 
Joyce. who found a new boyfriend who took her off to Florida. 
Randy. who was mad at the stoclcclerk. But she wouldn't, of 
course. She had been there eighteen years. She was proud of 
being reliable and a good worker. But she had had enough. She 
had worked at this and other jobs since high school, thirty-three 
years in all , only two years off when Sonja was little. The weight 
of spent years was too much and she drew a curtain over them 
and talked to the customer as she bagged the groceries. 
Driving home she thought about when when she should tell 
Steve that she was quitting. Should she tell him before or wait 
until after? It's my decision, she told herself, he doesn't have to 
be consulted. Yet she knew she would tell him and that he 
would object, worry over finances. 
Her husband had an early retirement because of a disability. He 
had his leg crushed when a car fell off a ramp onto him in the 
garage where he worked. He could still walk, but he dragged 
the left leg sometimes and it ached in damp weather. Since the 
accident he was at home all the time and fixed cars for people in 
his own garage attached to the house. Some days he went 
fishing, winters he sat around the house much of the time 
watching TV. 
When she came home he was watching a baseball game, and 
she walked between him and the game on her way to the 
kitchen. 
"Hiya, kid," he said. "How was th' day?" 
No answer was expected. It was a greeting, and her slouching • 
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posture told about her day. He called to her, "Oven's lit." 
She surveyed her kitchen. It was neat. Steve, when he wasn't 
involved in a hurry-up job on a car, kept it neat. Automatically, 
she pulled an apron off the hook and wrapped it around herself. 
There was a kind of sweetness in the kitchen. Her plants on the 
window sill, the African violet blooming, the soft background 
smell of stored food, the warmth coming from the oven. He had 
lit it too early, it was wasting gas, but it made the room cosy with 
its heat. She touched the flowered plastic cover on the table as 
she kicked off her shoes. She loved to be in her stocking feet at 
home. She scrubbed potatoes and put them in the oven. Then 
she poured herself a cup of tea, lit a cigarette and sat at the 
kitchen table with her feet up on a chair. 
If she quit - when she quit - she would be here all day. No 
rushing off before daylight in winter, getting home when the 
good part of the day was finished, no more Sunday work, no 
more standing hour after hour with aching legs. In the summer 
her feet hurt, and in the winter the cold air from the swinging 
doors made her back ache. Her smile had grown stiff as a mask. 
She resented the fact that Steve was home all day, doing his own 
thing, that it was possible for him to get money without going 
out to work for someone else. If I work until retirement, she 
thought, I'll be a physical junkyard. There would be social 
security then, but it wouldn't be worth it. Quit now, and wait for 
the social security, she told herself, you'll be in better shape to 
enjoy it. She reached for a pad and began to figure. Her car 
expenses would be saved. She put that down. Lunches she 
usually brown-bagged, that wouldn't change anything. Should 
she cut out smoking? No, Steve smoked, why shouldn' t she? 
She could cut out the weekly appointment at the beauty parlor, 
maybe go just once a month. She would lost the group health 
insurance. What would it cost her individually? That was an 
item, and she put a question mark after it, then put down an 
estimate. Steve took care of the house payments, she paid the 
utilities and her own personal expenses; they shared food costs. 
She had a savings account. She know the balance exactly and 
figured how long it would last if she had to withdraw enough 
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pad were discouraging. She would have to cook econom1c11.1 
meals. They would have to give up steaks and chops. She got 
up and began to finish the supper, keeping the page of figures in 
her apron pocket. 
Knowing that she was going to quit made her look at everything 
with different eyes. She felt herself losing her indifference to 
customers. I will be like them soon, coming in to town to buy the 
groceries. Or maybe I'll have to shop around more, looking for 
the bargains, clip all the coupons. She did not mind the 
repetitious exchanges with people, overlooked the sloppiness of 
the bag boy who put bananas at the bottom and eggs in 
sideways, or the customer who decided at the last minute to 
write a check and held up the line while searching for her I.D. 
Donna had written a letter of resignation to make it final. And 
clear. She carried it in her handbag ready to hand to Dave when 
she got her check on Friday. 
Still she had said nothing to Steve and knew she must do it. 
She managed to get off early on Thursday by working most of 
her lunchhour filling in for Patty. When she walked into the 
house Steve was in the kitchen with his friend Don Hackett, a 
trucker. They had been drinking beer and were stretched out in 
their chairs with relaxed and satisfied looks on their faces. 
Telling stories to each other, she thought. 
"You're early!" Steve said, surprised. 
"Howdy, Miz Fairfax," Don Hackett said. He didn't get up. 
"Got off early," Donna said, standing there. 
"Grab a beer and set," Steve said. 
But Donna thought his tone was reluctant. They didn't really 
want her to sit with them. She went into the bedroom and took 
off he1 shoes, and then stretched out on the bed and closed her 
eyes. The cash register was still humming and clacking away in 
her mind. Her hands were still handling groceries, turning 
them over and over. She tried not to think, but could not seem to 
stop th\! parade of images and sounds, and the letter· of 
resignation that lay in her purse sitting on the dresser was 
connected to her by an invisibile cord. 
Finally she heard the front door slam and knew that Don 
Hackett had left. The alarm clock sitting on the dresser told her 
it was just the time she was usually leaving the store. She got up 
and went to the kitchen. The beer cans were thrown away, the 
chairs moved back in place. She put on an apron, got herself a 
beer from the refrigerator, and went into the sitting room. 
"Steve," she said, and she turned down the sound of the 
sportcaster on the tube. 
"Hey." he said, "don't do that." 
"I want to talk. You don't care about golf anyway." 
"Yes, I do." But he turned to her, ready to listen, curious. 
"I'm going to quit the job. I'm telling Dave tomorrow, 
payday. I'm giving two weeks notice." 
"What's the matter? What happened?" 
He looked at her as if she might have discovered she had 
cancer. 
"Nothing happened. I just can't stand it anymore, that's all. 
I've had enough. I'm fifty-three. I've been working since high 
school, except when Sonja was little. I just have to." Her voice 
wanted to break. 
Her husband stared at her blankly, and for a moment he did 
not say anything. "But it's a good job," he said. "They treat 
you good, don't they?" 
" Of course, it's not that. But I've worked long enough. I've 
worked thirty-three years, Steve." She tried to keep the 
stubbornness out of her voice, the hardness she felt. 
" Everybody works," he said slowly. " I work, best I can." 
" I know, but I've worked long enough." She didn' t want to 
argue. she wanted him to understand. 
" How will we get along?" Steve's voice was tight. 
" I've figured it all out. We can. Our expenses will be less. 
No income tax, and that will balance out having to pay my health· 
insurance, you've got veteran's. We'll save on car expenses, 
lunches, my hairdos, I'll cut back there. I figured it all out." 
She was the one who took care of family expenses. He 
couldn't doubt but that she knew what she was talking about. 
"But what about things coming up unexpected? Like the 
furnace 111·ves o~t. or we want to ao visit Sonia in Nashville, or -
o.- ,uc:t ,n 1.a"l1on. 
His imagination gave out, but she could tell he was stunned 
by her decision. 
" We've got a cushion, Steve. We'll still have money in the 
bank. You save some every month. And I can always go back to 
substitute. If necessary, that it. But I'm through with full time. 
I've had it." Donna sta.red dully at the carpet. 
"But - we can't count on the garage. It's off and on." Steve 
fidgeted in his chair. "Sometimes they don't pay - or I have to 
wait." 
Donna finished her beer and did not look at him. He would 
have to adjust. They both stared at the movement of the silent 
TV, men in neat, bright sport clothes moving across acres of 
unnatural green. And then Steve turned toward her and asked, 
"But what will you do around here all day?" 
She looked at him and understood that he had finally spoken 
his real objection, and remembering too, the way he had looked 
when she had walked into the kitchen earlier than expected. It 
told her that he didn't want her there. He didn' t want to give up 
having the place to himself during the day. He wanted to come 
in from the garage and putter in the kitchen and eat his lunch 
when and as he pleased, and she realized that he made the 
house his while she was gone. It was his tel'ritory, all of it.Not 
really hers. She only imagined it was when she came home and 
kicked off her shoes and sat in the kitchen contented as a cat. 
"You won't like not having your own money," he said. 
She understood what he meant was that his money that he 
made out there in the garage was his too, the house, the garage, 
everything. The realization of these things settled down on her, 
and she felt panicky, like she was backed into a comer. She got 
up and went to the kitchen. She was trembling, she noticed. 
She hadn't considered this part -- that Steve liked having her 
gone, wanted her gone. Numbly she dropped her beer can into 
the trash basket. The panic changed to a feeling of desolation 
and was settling in her stomach. Where was her place then, if 
this was his? Was it there, standing at the cash register, in the 
supermarket, the rest of her life? 
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